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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

May 4, 1959

To :

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie , Secretary

Subject:

May Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of t~e Faculty will be held
on Tuesday, May 12, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p .m.
The agenda will include the following items :
1.

Presentation of nominations for standing committees
of the University Faculty, 1959-60 -- Professor
Baker for the Policy Committee . (List attached , )

3. ~. Proposal for the establishment of an expanded
program of Ph . D. in Ibero-American Studies -Vice-President Castetter for the Graduate Commi ttee .
(Statement attached. )

4. ~-

Consideration of a proposal for new masters degree
programs -- Vice-President Castetter for the Graduate
Committee . (Statements attached.)
(a) Master of Arts in Teaching (selected subjects)
(b) Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish

2.

Brief informal explanation of the new registration
procedure -- Mr. MacGregor.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
May 12, 1959
(Summarized Minutes)
The May 12, 1959, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by
Vice-President Castetter at 4: 05 p.m.
Professor Bak.er, for the Policy Committee, moved approval of the list of
Standing Committees of the Faculty for 1959-60, previously sent to all faculty
members. The list was approved by the Faculty.

Mr. MacGregor gave a brief explanation of a new registration procedure which
will be put into effect on a trial basis for the 1959-60 academic year. The
new procedure, approved at a joint meeting of the Registration Committee and
the Board of Deans, was devised with the following objectives: (1) reduce
the time which faculty members must devote to procedures of advisement and
regis~ration; (2) enable students, particularly beginning freshmen, to register
as quickly as possible after advisers have approved their programs of study;
and (3) make it possible for deans and their staffs and for faculty advisers
to conduct their advisement in their offices.
Vice-President Castetter on behalf of the Graduate Committee, proposed the
:stab~ishment of an e~ded program of Ph.D. in Ibero-American Studies,
xplaining that the costs of the program would be financed by the U.S. Office
of Education under the National Defense Education Act. A statement describing
the program had been mailed earlier to members of the faculty• This program
was approved by the Faculty.
Dr. Castetter, also on behalf of the Graduate Committee, recommended the
establishment of two new masters' programs: (1) a framework program for the
(e~ree of Master of Arts in Teaching (specific subjects as approved), and
~ a specific application of this degree framework, to be designated the
se ster Of Arts in Teaching Spanish. Statements describing the programs were
Mant earlier to the faculty. An amendment to change the title of the degr~e to
mo~ter of Education was defeated. A~er considerable discussion, the original
ion establishing the two new programs was approved by the Faculty.
~r. Sherman Smith announced a reception in honor of Mrs. Esther Thompson,
firector of food services at the Student Union and formerly manager of Union
or a number of years, who is retiring at the end of the summer.
Dr. R. M. Duncan called a meeting of the UNM Chapter of the N. M. E. A.

The meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

John N, Durrie, Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICD
FACULTY MEETING
May 12, 1959
The May 12, 1959, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by Vice President Castetter at 4 :05 p.m.
VICE PRESIDENT CASTETTER The Faculty will please come
to order. Mr. Durrie informs me that we do not yet have a quorum, and it may be that we shall not have one; so if the Faculty members present do not have any objection, I shall declare that we have a quorum. Is that agreeable?
. The first item on the agenda is the presentation of nominations for standing committees of the University Faculty for
1959-60. Professor Baker for the Policy Committee.

Standing

Committees
for 1959-60

. PROFESSOR BAKER Mr . Chairman, the recommendations of the
Policy Committee have been in the hands of the Faculty for
sev~ral days as an attachment to the agenda. On behalf of the
Policy Committee, I move the nominations of these members.
PROFESSOR WELLCK
CASTETTER

I second the motion.

hat was your motion?

no . BAKER On behalf of the Policy Committee, I move that these
minations be approved as recommended.
CASTETTER The motion has been made and seconded that this
ist of nominations recommended by the Policy Committee be apgroved by the Faculty. The motion is before the Faculty now.
0 you have any suggestions, questions, or comments?
1.

MEMBER

Question.

"ay ?-ST ETTER The question is called for.
e.
Opposed? The motion is carried.

All in favor say

~e have next an inserted item which is not on your agenda.
pr~s is a brief informational explanation of the registration
cedure by Mr . MacGregor .

Th'

al

MR. MAC GREOOR I suggested the wording 11 brief informationU . explanationu myself
Sometime ago the Board of Deans of the
bni~ersity College req~ested that the administration effect some
ma~ic changes in the University's registration procedure. The
t~~n ?bjectives embodied in this request included (~) red~cing
menttime Faculty members must devote to procedures in.adviseand registration; (2) assure that students, particularly

Registration
Procedure
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beginning freshmen, register as quickly as possible after advisers have approved their programs of study; (3) make it
possible for advisers to conduct their advisement in their
offices, where it was felt better advisement could be done·
and (4) make it possible for college deans and their staff; to
conduct advisement in their own offices where the necessary
aterial would be available.
An attempt was made to revise the registration procedure
to meet this request. and recently in a combined meeting of
the Registration Committee and the Board of Deans this new proposed procedure was approved to be put into effect on a trial
basis for the next academic year. The Summer Session registration will remain as it has been in the past, but in the fall
we will have a new registration procedure.
We thought it would be advisable to give you an outline
of this new procedure so that you could be thinking about it.
hen we started to publicize it, Mr. Huber, who, with the Board
of Deans, is largely responsible for requesting this change in
the :egistration procedure, was quoted by !9 sLobo as stating
the inconvenience to the students far outw
the advantage of
the new system. This may prove to be true. I don't know •
. Under the new system the student will report at his ppoin
ed t1m~ on the basis of appointment slips ~ssued.to him in ~dvance in the order which he requests a registration and advisement appointment for the following session for the returning
student; and, for the new student, in the order in which pro
cess was completed on his application •
. At the times designated on the student's appointment and
adv~sement registration slip, he will report to his college
0 !fice for validation of his appointment slip.
The college
ticks up a function that earlier was handled in another area.
he ?ollege. as you know, suspends students and has the suspen~ion list. It will be the responsibility of the college
off~ce to check that student to see whether he is eligibl~ to
f~·into registration before validating his appointment slip.
1~ will, we hope, keep the student from taking up unnecessarily the time of his academic adviser •

. 1 There are a number of other things that the college office
rP!~ts
l check before validating the slip, including for new stu
a testing check sheet to make sure the student has com-ted the required preregistration tests.
the lh 7n the student is found to be elig~ble to ~ontinue w~th
illreg1stration procedure, his registrati?n appoi~tment slip
err be ~alidated. He may then present this slip in the advis
rats office. Advisers now will be assigned by colleg~ by n.me
her than by department. because the Faculty members office,
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y is not in the general area of the
The dviser would advise the student
ent tie as possible.
e took into
b
tions on this new arrangement the
mb rs and departments to advise their
11 you would have to do with the
dvised when he presents his valipprove his schedule of classes.
n

~

student and the student who has

nee, t this time the advice would take
ould be approved. lnen a student re-

studies, as we call this pink slip that
re ill be a gray card similar to the prord
e booklet for graduate students- -then
or port to Johnson Gymnasium for sectionhe registration procedure.

ere lize ·
f ce of tne fact that there are bugs in
this system t
th r e
11 very likely be many instances where
a student i l
t o do uch more running around the campus
than he h s · n
e p s • This is what comes with getting away
from a cen r 1·z d s yste.
e hope that it is not quite as bad
as l r. Huber
s uo e
s indicating it might be in the Lobo,
but another o
knes es is the lack of communication . The
minute you mov out 11 over the campus you have problems of
communication. I
· 11 be impossible to handle it by telephone .
I
1 don t think our
lep one system would handle keeping the
~visers advis d hroughout the advisement and registration
~rocedure of clos d cl sses or closed sections and changes . I
~n •t think our tel phone system would hold up under that and
:hl the other tr ffic hich it would be subjected to during
at per·od.
s greed that some additional author;ty
0 i
ruld be given O
checkers, who will still be located in
0 hnson Gymn
rrange sections, times, and so forth .
fo
7 ill t pt o pl ce in the hands o! the colleges ~etrre. eight o c oc
es cond morning of advisement and registh!tion a corrected schedule of classes ~o that at least on
knot second morning they can start out.with a fresh one and
caw wh~t h sh ppened during the previous day . The stud~nt .
pr~ go Just so f r ith the checker, of course, ~nd then if his
d gram h s to be c nged radically, he must again refer to the

a Viser .

th A~ I unde st nd ·t, the advisers, particula:lY those . in
ue U~ivers· y Co lege ·n the past year or two since the inaudarat:on of the Unive ·ty College, have had to spend three
inys in advi men and then have been aske~ to.be present d~rTh~ the entire to-day period of registration in the gymnasi~m.
m ls eliminates hose previous three days except for any adviseent procedures you wish to do in advance or that departments
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wish to do in advance. The whole period is confined to a period starting at nine o I clock Friday morning and lasting until
one o'clock. Since it is physically impossible to make a distrubution of lunches to advisers located all over the campus,
advisers will be given on Friday the period from one o I clock
until two, an hour, for lunch, during which there will be no
~visements. ¥e have shortened the period on Friday which
extends into the evening so that your duty won't be too long,
and we placed that lunch period on the first day from one to
two to try to equalize the period. By six o'clock in the afternoon the advisers will be able to leave their offices and go
home.
On the second day the registration will start at eight
o'clock, and the lunch hour will be from twelve to one on aturday. The advisers should be able to leave their offices by
four o'clock in the afternoon. This does leave us free, if
thi~ type of registration proves to be successful and everybody
decides that we want to continue with it after the first year,
to move into Thursday afternoon and extend the time a little
on Saturday in order to take care of the increased load •
. The main point we would like to get over now is th t
?dvisers are being required only to be in their offices durin~ the two days, which some of you, I think, will find is
qui~e an improvement. It will be necessary for advisers to
b: in their offices at all the announced times because students
~ill be assigned advisement and registration appointments during those advertised periods, except for the lunch hour.
Now, I will be glad to try to answer any quick questions
~fa general nature with respect to this registration procedure •
. efore fall we will put into the hands of the colleges detailed
instructions regarding the responsibilities they have accepted.
t~ will have for the advisers and checkers very detailed instruc
ions. Mr. Huber has agreed to work with me in coming to any
college faculty meetings in the fall to explain the detailed
procedure and to answer any questions you may have at that time •
. Pll)FESSOR CLOUGH Do the individual departments do the
assigning of the advisers?
Sib' ~C GREGOR The individual colleges, with wha~ever respo~llity they assign to the departments, would assign the advise}s! except in the case of the University College. The college
~ffices will have to have a list on hand or a direc~o:y on hand
heall of the advisers that come under their supervi~ion and
be re exactly those advisers are located, and they w~ll have to
it prepared to give that information to the s~udent i! he needs
fo lf he has not already been assigned an adviser or if he has
rgotten the information.
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PROFESSOR LONGHURST
this chaos will last?

Would you care to predict how long

MAC GREGOR Do you mean how many semesters? I think it is
possible, if we get our shoulders to the wheel, to make it work.
The University of Colorado has recently moved into a similar
fype of arrangement. The University of Idaho is using something very similar to this. There is no perfect registration
system. There is no way in making everybody perfectly happy
during registration that I know of or that I have ever heard
of. There are a lot of unpleasant things which go along with
registration chores.
PROFESSOR LOREN The place where this bogs down is with
the freshmen who have to meet with their advisers ten or twelve
times. Would it be possible for each college that this freshman is intending to enroll in after attending University College to have some sort of representative there with powers to
chan9e the basic schedule so that the person still would be
working towards the requirements for the degree and yet would
n~t require that the freshman go back to the adviser so many
times?
. MAC GREGJR Let me answer you in this way. As far as the
University College is concerned, they have agreed to permit
the ?dviser--in the first place, the adviser will show the hours
He will not show specific sections. The checker will make every
effort to get the student into the hours assigned by the dviser.
If he is unable to do this then he may move to other sections
that might be open attempting at first to stay as near to the
hour-of-the-day and day-of-the-week pattern as the adviser indi~ated in the first place
If this does not work, then he has
0 put him into sections.wherever he can as long as he does not
~~ange the courses. But then, under the desires of the Univerity College, the student would have, if there were to be an
!~~ual change in courses assigned, to retur~ to his adviser
'of course, this is where the problem lies.
• Although there will undoubtedly not be time to find a
t~tisfactory solution to this for the fall semester because
· e scheduled material has already been requested, we are go!~g ~o.make a careful study of some block patterning at th~ low0.division level. The other college deans have not at this
~et~t indicated that they wanted to dep~rt from the approved
o od of the checker assigning everything up.to the p~ace ~here
~fu have to change
One of the devices used in the University
Idaho is that e;ch department has in the checking area a re~~~sentative to whom the student can be sent if he ha~ got a
as blem. It all depends where you want to draw the l~ne, then.
s far as the authority given to the checker or to this repreentative of the department is concerned. But I am told at the
5
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University of Idaho this is one device that is used. As far as
the colleges are concerned beyond the University College level
this is one that we will take a look at before fall. Many of'
these faculty members will be sitting in their offices, and we
will have the problem then of getting more faculty members plus
graduate assistants in the gymnasium since we have a large nondegree enrollment, and these people cannot be assigned to classes because you never know what they are going to take, so the
colleges have been asked to have a small representative group
to be advisers there. They will be located in the gym to help
arrange programs for non-degree students only. They cannot
assign or advise other students, simply because they are in
the gym where a degree student can't get to them until he has
?!ready had his advicJ. Now, many of these colleges are spreading their available faculty members pretty thin right at the
beg~nning, and whether we can dig up enough for this type of
device, in addition, is a question.
I don•t want to worry you to death with this. ~e just
w~nted to pass the word along. If you have any questions, I
will.be g!ad to try to answer them. We will give you very
detailed instructions later.
CASTETTER Thank you, Mr. MacGregor. The next two items
on the . agenda have to do with recommendations from the Graduate
Co~mittee, and Dr. Ried is not present to take over the chair
w~ile I am presenting these, so I will ask Mr. Durrie if he
will preside while I present these two items.
MR. DURRIE

(Presiding)

Dr. Castetter.

CASTETTER I think the Faculty is entitled to a preliminary explanation here. we have reversed somewhat the order of
procedure in presenting these proposals to the Faculty for
reasons which will become clear as I go along here. The proposals have not gone to the Curriculum Committee.
e had to
moye_with considerable haste on these. Both of them were .
~riginally presented in connection with Title 4 of the National
aefense Education-" Act. These proposals were not appr~ved,
nd then suddenly they got indication that they were going to
iet additional money from congress for these progra~s all over
vhe country, so they asked us to resubmit them. This was a
t~ry short time ago that this was done, and I don't know wheBu~r final approval has come through on these or not, a~ yet.
cha we were given to understand that there was a very hi~h
nee that we would get approval on these proposals, which
~ere submitted to the proper authorities in /ashington, D. C.
~n connection with the National Education Association and the
Cepa:tment of Health and Welfare. So they have not gone to the
C~rr~culum Committee as yet. They have gone to the Graduate
Thrnmittee for approval and they were approved a week ago last

ursday.

•

Ph.D.
prog

IberoAmerican
Studies
National
Defense
Educatio
Act

in
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There is another irregularity in this, in that I found
out the day before the Graduate Committee meeting, about Thursday a week ago, that the State Board of Educational Finance
was meeting at the University the following day, so I called
Dr. Moyer on the phone and asked him if we . could get these
into the meeting at that late hour and he said we could. I
explained the circumstances to him, and he said, "Bring them
in, 11 So hurriedly I got this together and wrote it up, and
we took it to the Board of Educational Finance Friday. a week
ago, and they approved it. So we are coming to the Faculty for
approval now after we have gotten approval in another place in
advance.
On behalf of the Graduate Committee, I would like to move
the approval of the proposal for the establishment of an expanded program of Ph.D. in Ibero-American Studies.
DURRIE

Is there a second?

MFMBER

Second the motion.

DURRIE

Any discussion?

CASTETTER I would like to call upon Dr. Lieuwen and Dr.
Robert ~uncan to answer questions in connection with this proposal. if there are questions.
DURRIE

Are there any questions for these two gentlemen?

MFMBER

QJestion.

DURRIE The question has been called for. Are you ready
for the question? All in favor signify by saying "aye." Opposed? The motion is carried.
d
CAST ETTER: The next item is a proposal for new master's
This has two facets to it, first, a Master of
egree programs
Art
·
•
and,
second, a Master of Arts in Teaching
S 5 in Teaching
panish.
mak I think it might be well, Dean Travelstead, if you.would
Tee~ general statement regarding this Master of Arts in
aching proposal.
TRAVELSTEAD Thank you, Dr. castetter. As you have pointed out already it is related somewhat to a present request
concerning the.National Defense Educationl# Act. However, our
p~rt of this proposal is neither limited to this nor.did the
!eea start at the time this situation developed. Thi~ reprernt? a proposal on the part of the College of Education to
~ ovide a program for people whose needs are not met under preent degree programs. For example, the fifth year program at

Master of
Arts in
Teaching
National
Defense
Education
Act
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the University of New Mexico now provides for degrees with a
major in educ at ion and with a minor. On the other hand. the
student may chos e a degree in the subject-matter department·
and, as Dr. Dunc an may wish to add later. neither one of th~se
programs meets the ne ed of some people who want a large proportion of subject-ma tter work at the fifth- year level.
I would like for Dr. Ivins to answer the questions.
primarily, because this relates to secondary education; but
this is for any subject-matter department in this University
which wishes to t a ke advantage of it for these people who
would like to dev ote their fifth year study to this type of
program. So. Dr. Castetter. this proposal of ours is a framework within which specific proposals could later come. A
specific proposal this afternoon will be described in connection with the Ma ster of Arts in Teaching Spanish.
As far as the College of Education is concerned. it is
merely providing a door through which the subject- matter deP?rtment can take advantage of this type of program if it
wishes to co-operate in order to meet the needs of these secondary teachers. I believe I would like to stop there and let Dr.
Ivins answer any questions which the Faculty may have .
. . CASTETTER As I understand this. Dean Travelstead. then
it is actually a statement of intent.
.
TRAVELSTEAD It is a statement of intent. but actually
~tis a major step in the College of Education . We are saying
in essence for people who desire it and people for whom this
would be importa nt--and I think there might be a large . number
of such people--we think this is a degree framework which we
are submitting which the departments might wish to take advantage oft? help the secondary teachers~ Th~ Col~ege has discussed this and voted on it and if this University Faculty
votes for this proposal the~ it is actually a commitment on the
part of the College of Education to go along with any su~j7ctmatter department which would like later to develop specific
~:ograms within this framework . One of those depart~ents may
iscuss this here this afternoon. and I am sure it will.
CASTETTER It. therefore, provides a framework in which a
department may operate .
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes, sir.

CASTETTER Dr . Ivins, do you want to make any statements?
I

POOFESSOR IVINS
can .
CASTETTER

I would be glad to answer any questions

Dr. Duncan?

43
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POOFESS
if I can.

•

• DU

I will be glad to answer questions

DURRIE
re there any questions from the Faculty?
fessor Clark?

Pro-

P FE SO C
y aren't these two degrees called master of educ tion degrees?
CASTETT
this question.
DURRIE

Dr.

ould either of you gentlemen care to answer
ncan.

DUNCAN There h s been established a pattern already for
the Master of Arts in Teaching at Yale and other colleges in
the East, particularly for the language programs, so that the
pattern has been established well enough to follow.
IVINS A little different way of saying the same thing is
to S?Y that the master of education degree has come to be recognized very definitely as a professional degree in which
mo~t of the emphasis is placed upon professional education.
T~1s framework, obviously as proposed, does not fit that descrip~ion; and, therefore, we think the master of education title,
r. Clark, would be a poor title .
CLARK May I ask, then, what really is the meaning of.th 7
entence on the first page where it says "Because one specialized degree has already been approved by the general faculty,
~nether is about to be proposed, and similar degrees will pro.ab~y be proposed in the future," then there is this footnote
indicating the aster of Education in Science has already been
;~proved by the general faculty. Then it goe~ on to say, "the
llege of Education now wishes to propose this broad framework into which any such special degree proposals would fit."
5

th Doesn t this sentence make this a specialized degree like
be Master of Education in Science degree? I am just curious
ecause I don 1 t see the difference .
to IVINS This proposal does describe a degree very similar
1.kwhat is called the Master of Education in Science . I would
t7 e ~o point out however that the degree , Master of Educau~~~ in Science, ~as definitely a compromise that was ?gre~d
th
~y all parties concerned and did not represent primarily
s e wish of the College of Education or the department of
h!~Ondary education. In other words, there is a history beI h~ that title, and I think that history does no~ negate what
d to say about the degree of Master of Education .
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DURRlE

Dr. Russell.

PROFESSOR RUSSELL If John Smith gets this degree, does
he sign himself "John Smith, MAT 11 or does he sign himself "John
Smith, MA'?

R. M. DUNGAN

At Yale they always used the MAT abbreviation, so maybe that is the answer. They call it the MAT Program. There are several others in the East, too, such as
Middlebury and Harvard.
CLARK Mr. Chairman, in view of the history of that first
degree--1 think I have some recollection of what the title is-I would like to propose an amendment that this degree be called
the Master of Education in Teaching. As I recall, Mr. Regener
~ade? similar motion here with respect to the original program
in science which was accepted and passed by the Faculty.
DURRIE

Is there a second to Professor Clarks amendment?

PROFESSOR REEVE
like to speak to it.

I will second that amendment, and I would

This is the most curious proposal I have heard. Heretofore, our degrees have been granted in the subject-matter.
Now this proposal is a degree for accomplishment in teaching.
The person who gets the degree will be a master teacher. I
have been around colleges for twenty-five years, and I haven't
yet seen a master teacher. I don•t know how we can create
one by such a resolution. Professor Ivins• remarks that a
~aster of education is a professional degree implies that this
15 not a professional degree.
Therefore, all these teachers
w~o want to improve themselves at the master•s level by get~ing a degree entitled "Master of Arts in Teaching" will not
e professional people.

I think you are asking us to buy a pig in a poke and that
rou are ~ealing with just a lot of words, and I was very muc~
f~ruck with the initial remarks which seem t? ~ake a.concession
r the College of Arts and Sciences to participate in the pre~~rat~on ?f teachers. It seems to me that we have been partit ~ating in the preparation of teachers for many years. I
Ahlnk a proposal like this should come before the College of
frts and Sciences faculty before being presented to t~e ge~eral
o;culty. The first paragraph reads that "the degree is evi~ence
t the belief of both professional educators and educators in
he fields of Arts and Sciences that preparation on the gradulevel in both of their fields, respectively, is needed by
me be~t teachers." Well, I have never had a chance to re~eal
my b!lief on that point, so I don't know who has been reading
y mi~d. I don t think this has been well thought out or well
explained•

:~e
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R. M. DUNCAN I believe Professor Reeve's fears that he
is buying a pig in a poke are unfounded because, as Dean Travelstead pointed out, this is the framework for offering degrees
for programs similar to the one in today's agenda . This approval
of the degree, as I see it, is a framework; and you would not
be giving approval to a degree of Master of Arts in teaching
chemistry until the chemistry department came along and made
arrangements with the College of Education, and then they came
to this Faculty and asked us to approve that degree. We ask
you to look at the proposal of Master of Arts in Teaching
Spanish which is attached to the agenda and see if that does
not give substance to what the College of Education is asking
for here today.
PFOFESSOR TROWBRIDGE I would like to ask a question which
perhaps Dean Castetter can answer. Would the change of title
for the degree as proposed in Mr. Clark's amendment affect the
requirements, specifically, the language requirements for the
degree?
CASTETTER No, I think not, Professor Trowbridge. I might
fOint out that the Faculty has been urging for a long time that
in master's degrees in education we should have more subjectmatter content. well, now, if we don't have it in this, I
don•t know where we are going to get it, because we do have
a great deal of so-called content course matter in this proposal. This is not a professional education degree.
LONGHURST

I would like to ask a question, and then say

?0m~thing depending upon the answer. This is not the same thing,
is it, as the degree that we approved ~ast year ~hich ~as a
degree for a Master of Education in Science? Science is not
a subject, is it within the meaning of the word 11 subjects 11 at
t~e beginning of.this proposal? It must be th~t here is meant
history, Spanish French or some orthodox subJect on a depart:~ntal basis, and this w~uld be by sele~te~ subjects,.then;
. d we don't mean a degree in the humanistic arts, which would
~ncl~de two freshman courses in history and two freshman courses
n literature. Is that what is meant?
cat TRAVELSTEAD 1 think the answer is as you have just indimat~~; Professor Longhurst. This would be a purely subjectMe.
department as defined here at the University of New
E xi~o and would be done only when that department, such as
c~glish or history, which would like to submit a pattern of
Ed~~se7 th~t would fit into this fr?mew~rk. The College of
ation is not proposing the combinations.
t
It is not correct to use the word 11 allow, 11 Dr. Reeve , or
.o use the word .. concessions, .. becaus~ if I did .. say we.ar: to
allowing the College of Arts and Sciences or conceding

t
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the College of Arts and Sciences, I surely didn't mean that.
I meant merely that we felt a new degree program of this kind
would be advantageous to a certain group that might want this
kind of program; and I am still speaking to the amendment, if
I may, Mr. Chairman, concerning the title.
I think Professor Longhurst's comment about the degree of
Master of Education in Science ought to be explained a little
further. This was a very unique degree. The title itself was
changed, perhaps, in the last ten minutes of discussion. This
represented a combination of subjects, some of which were even
labeled as undergraduate subjects. You will recall we did
allow some undergraduate work to be a part of that program.
It is now in operation, and it does meet a definite need. We
have no designs or intentions of asking for a degree of that
type . We think that we have already met that need. I might
~ay, again, this is not a College of Education degree . If it
is approved, it will be authorized through the Graduate School;
and it merely opens the door and provides an opening for any
subject-matter department in this University, if and when it
feels it wants to do so, to enter into an agreement .
.

LONGHURST

I am looking at these requirements and ~hink-

1~9, for example, of a candidate for a master's degree in

history who might prefer this program. Of course, such a
student would take as a master 1 s degree candidate a minimum
of 22 or a maximum of 26 hours, which would be approved by
our department. A student who takes a master 1 s degree from
u~ without reference to any work in the field of Education,
with a capital II E " must take approximately 24 hours of graduate work in histo;y
I don t t see that our department, if we
are concerned with ;ubject-matter, could lose anything in this
degr~e in so far as subject-matter is concerned . In fact,
we might even gain a little .
b
The students who would come in.to take th~s degree would
e the people who are now teaching in the public school systems.
~nd I gather, since they will have had at least 18 semest~r
ours of professional education in order to meet the require:ents for teacher certification , such students would not genrally come to the history department to take our orthodox
master •s degrees in history
Many of them take nothing but
professional education.
•
tion No~ , I want to point out that I haven 1 t had any conversale s with Dean Travelstead or any of the members of the Colr ge _of Education, and there is nothing in this for me and I
d~alize that traditionally I should be opposed t? th~m,.but 1 .
of {e~l obligated to say that in my opinion the intrinsic merits
his proposal are obvious .
PfOFESSOR MAC a.JRDY

I wanted to say that there are only
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five or six universities in the country that have a program
similar to the Master of Arts we propose in our department
and all of those universities have called the degree the M~ster of Arts in Teaching Spanish or the Master of Arts in
Teaching French or whatever the language may be. We are guided by what tradition there is in this matter in giving it a
title.

PROFESSOR SMITH As far as the wording is concerned, I
think it is incorrect to say "Master of Education in Teaching. 11
I think it is quite different from saying "Master of Education
in Science. 11 You are getting two things together that are too
closely related. It is like saying "Master of Teaching in
Teaching. u
DURRIE Any further questions on the amendment? The amendment, as I understand it, is that the name of the degree be
?hanged from Master of Arts in Teaching to Master of Education
in Teaching, is that correct?
CLARK Master of Education.
DURRIE
CLARK

Just to Education?
Yes.

DURRIE

Are you ready for the question on the amendment?

MFMBER

Question.

DURRIE All in favor signify by saying "aye . " Opposed?
The motion is lost.
IVINS Mr. Chairman, I want to clear up any possible misunderstanding which Professor Longhurst might have. Although
a Master of Arts in the teaching of general science would not
te possible under this proposal, a Master of Arts.in the !eachng of chemistry or a Master of Arts in t~e.t~aching of biology
would be, if either of those departments initiated the request.
u
REEVE I am glad Professor Longhurst's doubts ~ere cleared
op, because I was confused. This proposed degree with
h?urs
df ?ubject matter with the balance of courses in Education is
esigned to train the teachers to teach. Now, I assume w~en
~~ ~e~ to the job of teaching that they have already received
s ai~ing in how to teach; and courses in the catalog~e so
c~ec1fy, such as Education 153 and Education 155! which are
urses in methods applicable to secondary teaching.

?4

of

Now, would you explain to me, Professor Ivins, the nature
the course that would make them better teachers, when they
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have already been prepared in their jobs.
IVINS We all know that method is going to change from
time to time . If I may refer specifically to a proposal which
is to come up as soon as this one is disposed of; namely, he
Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish, I would like to point out
that Education 254, which is also entitled Spanish 254, pplication of Linguistics to Language Instruction, represents an
area of preparation of teachers that is not customarily provided at the undergraduate level for Spanish teachers. It is
provided sometimes, but I think that I am correct in saying
!hat it is not customarily provided for undergraduate peopl
~n the teaching of Spanish . Similarly, Education 255, which
is also called Spanish 255, Techniques of the Langu ge Labor tory , of course , attempts to deal with some problems in foreign
language instruction which have been yielding, shall I say,
to some fairly new approaches in method· namely, some fairly
ne~ approaches through the so-called language laboratory. l
!h1nk there would be no trouble in establishing such a cours
in this program . Actually , this laboratory, for which our
o~n Spanish department has acquired some fairly good reput t1on , is one in which we could really help these language teach r
I feel very funny up here arguing for this Spanish course.
.
Also Education 256 , which is also Spanish 256, Prosemin r
1~ Problems of Language Instruction, represents an efforttha
will be co- operative . We undPrstand with the Spanish department that there will be provision for people from both the
Co~leg~ of Education and the Spanish department to consider certain highly specific problems that any teacher on ny level
en7ounters; and I suspect that all of us, whatever our speci~lity ~ay be , may feel from time to time t~at w? wish we cou~d
eet with other people in our particular field in order to dis
cuss certain problems of instruction.
b

In regard to the one other education course to b~ approved

Y the department of secondary education, we have deliberately

and consciously avoided labeling any particular course because
we felt the least we could do in this program would be to look
~t ~he 18 hours he has had in his undergraduate program and
t~cide on the basis of that which of the many courses we.have
f of~er at the graduate level would be the most appropriate
or him.

that REEVE Then I conclude from your rema:ks, Pro~essor Ivins,
th there are special techniques in teaching Sp~n1sh.and th t,
erefore , there are special techniques in teaching history
and sociology and all through the whole curriculum .
IVINS This is what the people who.have been elling us
:bout this for years have finally convinced us . They h ve b n
elling us that they are the most able to teach these cours •
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and the supreme irony of it is that it can't now be accepted
as meaningless when they say that.
REEVE The supreme irony of it is that I think we take a
rather simple problem here and put it into about six different
languages so that we can•t see what is inside of it, and then
we think we have something. The recent furor about preparing
teachers in the public schools has been to concentrate on subject matter, the assumption being that they are weak on subject
matter . Therefore, they have come back to school for advanced
training in subject matter. When they get this degree they
are faced with 8 hours of requirements in education which were
not originally in the picture . In order to improve the quality
of a teacher in a subject-matter field, I would suggest that
in the case of history they would be better off in taking additional courses in subject matter allied to history rather than
~hese additional courses in techniques unless, perchance, there
7s some one subject such as Spanish where they are experimenting and thinking they have found something worth emphasizing.
But I cannot see how the whole field of social sciences can
come under the theory of different techniques for each subject.
PROFESSOR NASON It is implicit in Professor Reeve's statement that the course, Spanish 254 , Application of.Linguis~ics
to Language Instruction is an educational course in techniques,
but we can hurriedly assure him that it ~s laden.wit~ subject
matter . ~tis simply a new approach to 7nst:uc~ing 7n a l?nguage and improving language . I don't think it 1s fair to imply
that these courses are simply methodology courses, because
they are not. They are something more than that.
REEVE Mr. Chairman, of course , Professor Nason has trans~erred that back into the languages, but can he say that this
is the same for the social sciences?
. NASON I am not acquainted very well with the social
sciences, but I can speak for the linguistics.
TRAVELSTEAD Another specific program later w?uld not
necessarily follow this same pattern at all . It might be that
~here would be a specific methods course , Professor R~eve,
in . the teaching of history . When you asked the.question , a
~hlle ago it was indicated there might be, but it wouldn t
ce ~nless both the history department and the College of Eduat1on felt that there should be such a course . On these 18
~emester hours, a student may have had the 18 semester hours,
ut the y don ' t equip him for life .
I might add Mr Chairman that really the College of .
~ducation is neither . pushing this matter nor insisting thatl1t
e voted upon . It is this simple . le have voted a: a facu ty
that we are willin to su ort this but if the subJect-matter
People in this Uni~ersityp~o not fe;l that this is a great step
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forward , then maybe you should turn it down.
e think it is a
great step forward in the direction in which you have indicated
to us you wanted to go over the three years that I have been
here toward the things that you wanted to accomplish. As it is
now, this teacher who comes back to us does not have the adv ntage of these 22 or 24 hours of Spanish. This program allows,
and, in fact, insists that these people take from 12 to 15 or
20 hours more of the subject matter than they have ever taken
before . I think our position, perhaps, is not quite clear.
e had quite a time passing this in our own faculty. Now, we
turn around and say to you people , "Here is something that will
be attractive to you because of the importance you attach to
these things . " I, therefore , want to make it clear that if
this Faculty wants to go ahead and have a typical degree in
education, then, let us leave it that way .
IVINS I would like to clear up one other possible misunderstanding. I did nod my head and I did agree that there
are teachers teaching who are insufficiently prepared in
subject matter who would not , as Dr . Longhurst has indicated,
pursue a subject-matter degree. I want to make it clear that
we are still offering the Master of Arts Degree under Pl n I
and Plan II in the secondary education department, and we
don •t intend to abandon either one of these plans •
. MAC CURDY I think this is a great step forward, ~nd ~
think the College of Education has been very co-oper tive n
establishing this program. Dean Travelstead has indicated
h~ was a little bewildered here this afternoon. He doesn ' t
like the word "concession . " But I think this represents a
concession on the part of the College of Education where th
College of Education allows us to set up three of the so-called
education courses which will count as hours in education, but
we are going to teach them and we will design the courses be~ause we have convinced them that we know more about it. I
0 think this is a tremendous step forward .
CLARK Mr . Durrie , when I naively proposed the ame~dment
d was trying to find out whether this degree was more like a
tegree in education or in the arts· and, after listening to
hese people discuss this I am pe;suaded that if this is so
m~c~ better , then why don ; t they just call it a Master of Arts,
P rioct . Why are they tacking on these phrases here?
1

th REEYE Mr . Chairman , I would like ~o ma~e one more ~e~ r ,
to en I will shut up . Being a constitutionalist, I w~uld ~ike
f comment on procedure
Here we have the curious situation
oo t~e College of Arts ;nd Sciences through.its ?epartment
. rking this out with the College of Education without consult
~ng their own College of Arts and Sciences faculty . Then .
ave the education eo le saying "'ell , we are really not interested . " I thinkpth~ College ~f Arts and Sciences should b
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the first place to take this up to see if that College is interested .
R. M. DUNCAN Is it necessary to point out that the College of Arts and Sciences is an undergraduate college and that
we are here discussing a graduate degree?
MEMBER Question.
DURRIE Am 1 correct, Dr. Castetter, in assuming that the
motion is for 3 {a) on the agenda?
CAST ETTER That is right .
DURRIE All in favor of the motion for the new master's
d~gr~e in 3 {a) on the agenda, Master of Arts in Teaching,
signify by saying "aye. 11 Opposed? The motion is carried.

1 No~, is there a motion needed for 3 (b), or was that inc uded in the original motion?
TROWBRIDGE I move we adopt the proposal in 3 (b), Master
of Arts in Teaching Spanish .
PRJFESSOR ELSER

Second the motion .

The D~RIE. All in favor signify by saying "aye."
motion is carried .

Opposed?

t
CASTETTER (Presiding) I think we are ready to move on
a~ the heading of announcements now. Dr. Sherman Smith has an
nouncement to make .
PRJFESSOR SHERMAN SMITH Ladies and gentlemen of the Facu·ri as of about the end of this summer, Mrs . Esther Thompson
~~ t retire . Mrs . Thompson , as you know , has served as manager
u . he Student Union . She opened the doors of the old Student
snion Building and she says she would like to close them.
of.her friends and the University staff decided that they
no~ d like to have a reception in her honor on Thursday afte:alln ~he 28th of May from three to six p. m. le are all cordiw y invited to drop in and say hello· and , if you feel that
ay , to say "Thank you , Mrs . Thompson: for a job well done."
lt

w~ml

has aCASTETTER Thank you , Dr . Smith .
n announcement .
ua

R. M. DUNCAN

I know Dr . Duncan also

In view of the hour , which is now alm?st a

~herte: after five o ' clock , I should like to call a.meeting of
tio University of New Mexico Chapter of the Ne~ Mexico . Educan Association . It will take about ten or fifteen minutes
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to elect officers. This is the end of the second year of the
terms of the present officers. So if you don •t mind, I think
ft could accomplish a great deal by getting that done right
now, rather than waiting until the time of the commencement
meeting of the Faculty.
CASTEfTER Thank you, Dr. Duncan.
adjourn is in order.

I believe a motion to

Adjournment 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully~~~

.......... ~ .

"-"

John N. Durrie,
Secretary of the Faculty

May 1, 1959

To Members of the University Faculty:
Following is the list of standing committees of the Universit y Faculty
for the year 1959-60 as approved jointly by the President, Vice President,
and the Policy Committee. Participation in committee work is a right and
duty of individuals of all ranks, and faculty members who accept connnit tee
membership are expected to take an a.cti ve part in the work of the committ ee
or committees to which they are assigned.
ST.ANDING COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Policy Cammi ttee
Members elected by College Faculties and the Graduate Commit tee:
A-:.·- s and Sciences - Fleck

(1959-61)

Business Administration - Mori (1958-60)
Education - Runge (1959-61)
Engineering - Huzarski (1958-60)
Fine Arts - Miller (1959-61)
Graduate Committee - Regener (1958-60)
Law - Seed (1958-60)
Nursing - Lacour (1959-61)
Pharmacy - Baker (1959-61)

Members-at- large elected by the Voting Faculty:
(Northrop,
Clough (1959-61) Finston (1959-61), Hill (1958-6)0),
1958- 59 (II) and' 1959-60 (I) dur:_.1g Hill's leave
Administrative Committee

·
c untr'rm~n Durrie Farris ,
Popejoy, Castetter, Cataline, Clauve, 0
J~'
. h 'Ried
Huber, D. O. Kelley, King, MacGregor, MathanY' per~vic. 'Chai~
S. E. Smith, Sorrell, Stein, Travelstead, Walker, ~ynn,
of the Policy Committee.

Members elected by the Voting Faculty:
Haas

(l957-6D), Huzarski (l959-62), Trowbridge (l958-6l)

!£.ademic Freedom and Tenure
Members elected by the voting Faculty:
L~pes, Clark, Haas, Jorrin,

v.

C. Kelley,

Trowbridge (alternate) .

1

AtrJ.etic Council
~
: 3 rown, Mori, Robertson , Seed, Seidler, Bailey. ·· Ex officio:
McDe.x:~d .
Building
Heimerich, Bunting, Johnson , May, Schlegel, Schroeder, Zwoyer .
Ex officio: Durrie, Fifield, Perovich.
Carr.pus Improvement
Dittmer, W. E, Ba.~er, Cobos, Harris, J . V. Lewis, May, I, McMurray .
Ex officio: Fifield, Owen , Perovich , Three student members,
Cultural Program

S. E. Smith, F , Ellis, Malone, Masley, Snow, Thornton , Eight
student members,
Curricula
Castetter, J. S. Duncan, Evans, Grace, Kahn, V, C, Kelley, Paak,
D. M. Smith, Tireman, Vernon.
Entrance and Credits
M~cGregor, Cataline, Countryman, deVos, Farris, Huber, King, Nason,
Riebsomer, Ried, Simons, Sorrell, Stein, Travelstead, Wellck, Wynn,
AFROTC
Extension

c/o.
Summer Session, and CoillIIlunity Services

Ried, Carr, Dove, R, M, Duncan, Eubank, Petty, Rhoads, Zintz,
Ex officio: Eastman, MacGregor, McMichael, Perovich, Widergren,
Graduate
Castet~er, Crawford, Dabney, Douglass, Dubois, Moore, Petty,
Regener, Skoglund, Tedlock, Walter, Welch , Ex offici..9.: Daub
(Los Alamos), Holloman representative,
!!9nors
Rosenzweig, Fleck, Longhurst, Loren, Skabelund, Ti.IIIlllerman,
Librarz
Castl.e ' Burley' Evans' Fitz simmOns' Gordon' Hamil ton' Mi;-cCurdy'
Mayer-Kalkschmidt, Melloh, Poldervaart, Sasaki, Ex officio:

D. O. Kelley.
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Publicatio.us
Trowbridge, Baughman, Dittmer, Judah, McKenzie, Scholes, G, W. Smith ,
S. D. Smith, Wyler. Ex officio: Dickey, Durrie, Raymond.
Registration
Koster, Christman, Fiedler, Gafford, Irion, Lieuwen, Mitchell .
Ex officio: MacGregor, Perovich.
Retirement and Insurance
R. M. Duncan, Clark, Durrie, Ed.gel, ~inston, Graham, Hendrickson,
Perovich.
Scholarships and Prizes
Snapp, Elser, Reva, Schoenfeld, Stumpff.
Singer, Student Affairs representative.

Ex officio: Clauve, Mathany ,

Student Affairs
S. E. Smith, Anderson, Henry Ellis, Jensen, McClary, Ulibarri .
Five student members,
Student Publications Board
Huber Free dman, Reeve, 0
ct. onge.
Sl.>Ua.ent members.
_

,

Ex offi' ci· o ·.

French.

Five

4

Student Standards

·-

Crowell (temporary chairman), Dean, Helen Ellis, Jacobs,
student members.

Four

University Research
Castonguay, Angel, Arms, Green, Hoff, Leavitt, Newman, D. F. Smith,
Stahl. Ex officio: Castetter, Walker,
~iversity United Fund Drive
,,

-

.

~ ' Ancona, Glaese, Owens, Ryan , Yel.1., Waterman.
Jacobson, McMichael.
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Ex officio:

:a!)ril 17, 1959

TO :

Curricula Coru:·1ittoe
Gr aduuto Co~rr .i ttco

FROil :

R . :.: . Dunc a n, Chair~·.10.n, iJCl)t . of i: odc.::rn c..nd Clc..c .... ico.l
Lc.nr.:uo. c;c o, o.nd Edwin Li0w-1-.:m , Chllir :,1an , Dc:)t . of !~i:J tor-:,·

SUBJECT :

: ." t abli8lD;1cnt of expanded T)roc;ra

!

of Ph .D. i n Iboro-

h.::-1c ric an Studios

v~_c.; Hi:Jtor··
~epn~t:-1ont jointly pr opos c u now do ctorc.. l :'lro~;r 1.. r>1 which cr>.n be
. , ub11ttGd to the Office of :=duca t ion of tr..c Jc uo.rt ·1ent of FLc.l th ,
:duc e.ti on an <·, re lfc r o , for tho a!_;pr o·.rn.l of e r a dun tc fo lloH shi ns
Univcrsi t y of How ;icxico under Ti tlo IV of Public Law

Tic DGpurt:1.Lnt of ~:od1..;rn ll.rid Classic c.1 I an~·u~-co n c.nd

st~i4,

T

Ph . D. in Ib0ro-/',me ric L.n J tudies
Pr cre quiai t o for onro 11r.10n t :
i.

r:io. jor (as require d in tho Coll0~:c of 1.r t s and Scie;nces of the

~ni~ornit:r of l!ow l'cxioo) in SDanish, Intcr- i mcrican _,ffaira ,

of

r .,istory (or tho equ i va l en t

one of tho:JO majors) •

-

EJclds r ::i q\..li r ed for t ho do "r:rce:

l. History of La tin :~:·:1crica ( c oloninl)
2. History of Le.tin ;.mor ica ( ~~1ode r·n)
3 • S:1 an ish-A"::1c.;ric an Li tor a turc
4.
Lit ~ruture
5. ABrazilian
relu te e':. fiold ( or co ·1.bi n:-...tion of relc.ted su ) j u cts
ap proved b;,r t he CO'"l'nittee on Studies)
Qihcr requ
_ 1· rc"'_n,::.nts
'"'
f or the d o :.r e~:

In adc:-ition to T)roficienc~r
nnd 1 ortu··
., in t S"lnnish
re "clinr
c·o·!lcdrc
c;uesc, cand i da te s 1-ro.ll prosen a
(;).
..
of one other forci [';n l nn~~ua~· e .
.
;
·c dif In addition to the cours e~ :)re sc r i~ed.~n t. l)r,d1·ferent fields b y t~e Com 11ttee on ~~1u . es , c:~ ~
.
11 f
a minimu·nof three s onic. or ..
d ates 1-r:i.ll c nro - or
· .., .
. Ibero-:.:'.ierican
in t he Inter - De"9nr tnen t al 0 c;."linar 1 r:1
f'ted or
~;tu diea , p l ans for l·rt ich ~re nuow i be1~ft~r~;~·.1ittees
nubmission to the anl)ropriate n ver
;;
for approval o ·
•
•
n .L's tor"
in
· r tion· ' of
The d issertat1.on Wl.· 11 be written 1.n b •n
the
Ibe r o- / mer ic an Li t e ratur e , or a co'il i ·
two.

7

~ s e of the d er,ree:
This decree is aimed at the preparation of coll e c;e te a c he r s
qualified to teach a nd do research in Ibero - Ame ric an Hist ory and
I bero - /.merican L iterature . There will be so111e also who c an qual ify for teac h in g the lan r;u a (;e as we 11, and particul arly i n t he c ase
of small colle c;es, many will be able to render excellent service by
teachinc; in t h e fields of History and of Hispanic or Port uguese
Literature .
Althouch this is not a doctorate in area studies , it wou ld prepare
teachers to make a major contribution to Latin-Ame ric an a rea s tudies .
f,dm inistra tion o f the degree :
The de c;ree will be administered by a committee compos e d of six per sons , three nominated each by the History Departme nt and tho Depart ment of i1odern and Classical Lanc;uages . The chairman of this joint
comn ittee should serve for two or three years , then be changed by
the De a n of the Graduate School.
££st of re placemen ts :

It i~ ~bvious that this proc;ram will invo~ve extra cours es or extra
participation of certain faculty . Tho prin ciple to be fo llowed in
r eplacements of this kind willbe to nrovide for the ap po intment of
pe rsonnel to relieve ~uch faculty of- so~ e of their lower d i vi sion
r esponsibilities.
~itabili ty of m ,Il"i for this degree:
The University of New lfuxico has a certain streng th in the fields
t ~at have been combined for this degree . Our re c ion an d our t ro.di ti ~n sup-p ort the development of such an inter-depart:nent a l enter pr is e . Dean Geor Ge n . Ha111mond , De an France V. Schole s,. an d the late
Dr: JoaGufn Ortega placed us in a position of so111e pr omine nc e i n
i h1s regaJ?d . 1Je now offer more advanced work in Portugue se Li tera ure than many institutions much larger than we are .
Amonr; the courses outside the Departr:1ents of Histor y and L~~g~a~es
~ow offered i.,.:hich r e late to Ibero - American studi~s ma y bet ls Arne .
n troduc t .
h log y of Hexi co, Cen ra
erica
and th
ion to Latin America; 1i.rc eo
/•
.
. The South American
" h eo lo gy of
I ndi e. 1vest r n d.ies,• Hrc
. South
, i.merica,
C ·bbean · Spanish Colo nial
Ethnolo c y of 'Hiddle ii.merica an c• t~e ;rt tin Amer i ca . The
Gover I. rt; Hispanic Art; Economics and !rare to JI.ma eric ~n Affa i rs .
ts of L a t in
· i-,merica'
"
· · Seminar, in. n e. r- ThouGht. Geocraphy
'
SoCi nmen
1
of s~ Proble~s of Latin A:--1eric 9:~ anu. H,isp~nic
'
uth America; Geography of 1. id dle A,nerica .
Fors
.
has r.one well here .
one mi0 ght
1 e years the American Studies Pro13ram
.
studies u Pr o r ram wou ld do
even b , t expect that the Ibero - .k11erican d · dates fo r f t s degree .
e ter , if it can subsidize t h e can 1

af'
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April 28 , 1959

TO:

G -luate Committee
Curricula Committee

FROM:

Wilson Ivins, Chairman
Department of Secondary Education

SUBJECT:
A.

Change in Course Offerings

A request is made for approval of the following change to
becone effective as of the designated date, and, if temporary,
for the session indicated.
1,

ADDITION OF NEW DEGREE:
a.

Master of Arts in Teaching (selected subjects)
Effective Semester I, 1959-60.
Permanent.

Catalog Description:
This degree is a degree offered under the provisions of Plan II,
Graduate Bulletin, pages 36-39. For s9ecific detail s see
attached description:
B.

Explanation:

Please see attached proposal.

c.

Ap~roved _____
C. C. Travelstead, Dean

/~s~L~~--~--~-------

Proposal for degree:

Master of Arts in Teaching

Title

1.

The title of this degree shall be Master of Arts in Teaching
(selected subjects)
Purpose

2.

This proposed degree in the College of Education should be viewed a s
one making possible the effective cooperation of the College and various
departments of the College of Arts and Sciences in the graduate year
preparation of teachers, to the highest degree yet seen in the University.
As such, the degree is evidence of the belief of both professional
educators and educators in the fields of Arts and Sciences that preparati on
on tre graduate level in both of their fields, respectively, is needed
by the best teachers. Further, the degree recognizes that the desire of
some teachers to improve their preparation on the graduate level by
devoting most of their master's program to study of subjects they teach
is both legitimate and desirable.
This degree proposal also represents sensitivity of the College of
Education to the movement of events and demands and needs of the nation a s
represented by strenuous efforts to improve teacher preparation through
spe?iaJ. programs by such agencies as the great private foundations, the
National Science Foundation and the United State Office of Education.
Because one specialized deg;eel has already been approved by the general
faculty, another is about to be proposed,2 and similar degrees will probably
~e. Proposed in the future, the college of Education now wishes to propose .
his broad framework into which any such special degree proposals would fit •
. If this proposed de~ree framework were approved, basic principles f or
:his kind of cooperatiV:: effort in graduate preparation of te~chers would
e established and the need for protracted study and debate of future
proposals of this nature would be eliminated.
.
The Fae ~.-ty of the College is fu].ly aware of the broad implicati~ns
and the importance of this step in the direction of greate: cooperation
~etween subject matter departments and the College and believes the step
a proper one to take.
Thlane proposed degree framework is one
meet
· designed toull
t · the Tnrequirements
actual use
Of P
II as presently described in the Graduate B e in, f
the exact wording of the degree awarded to the student woulhd b:M,otr
f
exa.nm, e "
. h" rather than t e as er o
1 O f the frameArt - : , Master of Arts in Teaching Spa.nis
11
" s in Teaching." In principle, however, .,. seek awrova
o~r~for the degree "Master of Arts in Teaching" rathe~
~~.:.ewr
especially designated degrees under the framewor •
8

tiu;:~ :!

l

2 The Master of Education in Science
The Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish

is approved, it can then be used for any subject subsequently

the

general faculty.

approved by

3, Requirement s for Admission to Program
Persons fulfilling the following requirements would be eligible
enter this degree program.
to

3,1 Must hold a baccalaureate degree.
3,2 Must have had at least 24 semester hours of course work in the
subject to be offered as a major in the master's degree .

3.3 Must have had at least 18 semester hours of professional education
and teacher certification in the state of his residence .
.: rgraduate program must have included an amount and type of
3.4 Ur..
genc::ral ec.ucaticn comparable to that required at the University of
New Mexico.

3.5 Must meet other requirements listed in current Graduate Bulletin.
3.~ Deficiences in

any of the requirements listed above may be made

up during the course of the degree program,

4. Requirements ~or Degree
semester hours of course work approved for graduate credit
4.1 22-26*
in the subject field chosen as a major, Such work must be approved
:y the subject matter department concerned,

4· 2 8-12* semester hours of professional education course work approved

for graduate credit. This work must be approved by the Department
of Secondary Education in the College of Education, Upon agreement
between the Department of Secondary Education and the subject matter
department concerned instructors for some of these courses may be
chosen from the faculties of either of these departments, depending
upon the nature of the course and the qualificati ons of the instructor .

4.3
4.4

A total of not less than

32 semester hours of graduate work .

All other general requirements now listed in the Graduate Bulletin ,

*~
i e range of hours in course vork in both subject

.
and profess1one.J.
fields

ps here included to make possible adjustment to variations between
.. roposals in the designat1.·on of certain required degree courses asII
exc1.uswely
·
·
"sub
subject matter", "exclusivelY profess1onal
e ducati on , and
re 1ect matter - professional education". In any instance the degree vill
qui.re a minimum
·
of 32 semester hours of graduat e work ·

April 21, 1959

Dr~ E. F. Castetter, Dean of the Graduate School

TO:

·. I

R. M. Duncan, Chairman, Department of Modern and Classical
Languages

FROM:

SUBJECT:

The Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish

The U. S. Office of Education has designated the University of New
Mex~co to operate an Institute for Secondary School Teachers of Spanish
during the academic year 1959-60, if the Congress passes the supplemental
ap~ropriation for the National Defense Education Act. In preparation for
this Institute, we request approval of a Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish .
Prerequisites
A baccalaureate degree with 24 hours of Spanish beyond first year
elementary courses.
2. Eighteen hours of education courses and teacher certification in
the state of the student's residence.
Four
hours from among the 100-level courses in Spanish lioted
3,
below under "Requirements",

1.

Not~:

Provision is made for students to enroll for the degree
with deficiences in the above prerequisites which may
be made up after entrance,

~equirements
1.

: :· .

Thirty-two hours of graduate work in Spanish and Education,
including all of the courses listed below. (Students who present
any of these courses on entrance may use the hours for electives
in Spanish 0 ~ Education, or for making up entrance deficiencies . )
6
Spanish 101-2 (Advanced Composition and Conversation
2
2
Spanish 145 (Hispanic Civilization)
6
Spanish 146 (Spanish-American Civilization)
2
Spanish 151-2 (Survey of Spanish Literature)
3
Spanish 153 (Spanish Phonetics)
Spanish 201 (History of the Spanish Language)
Education 254 (Spanish 254) (Application of
3
Linguistics to Language Instruction)
Education 255 (Spanish 255) (Techniques of the
3
Language Laboratory)
Education 256 (Spanish 256) (Proseminar in problems
3
of Language Instruction)
One other Education course to be approved by the
3
Department of Secondary Education

2,

Reading knowledge of another foreign language.

3, Written and oral examination to test proficiency i n use of Spanish .
4. Fulfillment of all requirements set forth in the Graduate Bulletin
for a Master's degree without thesi s.
Examining Cammi ttee
The examining committee will include a member of the College of Education.

Respectfully submitted:

/s/

R, M. Duncan, Chairman,
Department of Modern and
Classical Languages

Approved :

s/
Chenter C. Travelstead, Dean,
College of Education

